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Abstract
We show that an upper bound for the maximal Thurston–Bennequin number of

any double of a knotK given by the Kauffman polynomial is sharp if the bound is
sharp for K . In particular, we give formulas for the maximal Thurston–Bennequin
numbers of positive doubles of torus knots and two-bridge knots.

1. Introduction

A contact structureon 3-spaceR3 D f(x, y, z) j x, y, z 2 Rg is a global differen-
tial 1-form � such that� ^ d� ¤ 0 everywhere onR3. We say that a contact structure
on R3 is standard if it is given by a differential 1-formdz� y dx. The 3-space en-
dowed with a contact structuredz� y dx is called thestandard contact3-space. A
Legendrian link is a smooth embedding of disjoint circles in the standard contact 3-
space such that its tangent vector lies in the contact 2-plane, which is the kernel of
the standard contact structure, at each point. Thefront diagram of a Legendrian link
is its projection onto the (x, z)-plane. Generically, the only singularities of a front di-
agram are cusps and transverse double points [19]. We assumethat all front diagrams
are generic. For example, Fig. 1 (a) shows a generic front diagram of a Legendrian
knot which is ambient isotopic to the figure eight knot. We obtain a link diagram of
the same topological type from a front diagram by rounding the cusps and making the
strand with smaller slope overcross at each double point. For example, we obtain a
diagram of the figure eight knot as in Fig. 1 (b). For an oriented front diagramF of a
Legendrian link, letc(F) andw(F) be the number of left cusps ofF and the writhe of
a link diagram obtained fromF as above. The Thurston–Bennequin number is defined
as tb(F) D w(F) � c(F). A Legendrian isotopybetween Legendrian linksJ0 and J1

is an ambient isotopy betweenJ0 and J1 with each level Legendrian. The Thurston–
Bennequin number is known to be a Legendrian isotopy invariant of Legendrian links.
For an oriented linkL, we denote byTB(L) the maximal value oftb over all Legendr-
ian link which are ambient isotopic toL. The integerTB(L) is called themaximal
Thurston–Bennequin numberof L. Let L be a link andD a diagram ofL. The Kauff-
man polynomial F(a,z)(L) 2 Z[a�, z�] is defined asa�w(D) ^(a,z) (D), where^(a,z)(D)
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Fig. 1.

is a regular isotopy invariant with properties as follows.
(i) ^(a,z)() D 1;

(ii) ^(a,z)

� � D a ^(a,z)

� �
and^(a,z)

� � D a�1 ^(a,z)

� �
;

(iii) ^(a,z)

� � � ^(a,z)

� � D z

�^(a,z)

� � � ^(a,z)

� ��
.

Let f 2 Z[x�, y�] be a Laurent polynomial and writef DP
i fi (y)xi where fi (y) are

polynomials iny�1. We denote the largest (resp. the smallest) exponent ofx in f by
max-degx f (resp. min-degx f ). In the late of 1990’s, an upper bound for the maximal
Thurston–Bennequin number in terms of the Kauffman polynomial was given by Fuchs
and Tabachnikov [6], [20] as follows.1

Theorem 1.1 (Fuchs and Tabachnikov [6], [20]).Let K be a link inR3. Then
min-dega F(a�1,z)(L) � 1� TB(L).

We call the upper bound of the inequality in Theorem 1.1 theKauffman boundon the
maximal Thurston–Bennequin number. Then we consider the following problem.

PROBLEM. Which links have the sharpness for the Kauffman bound?

It is known that the Kauffman bound is sharp for any positive link and any alter-
nating link [3], [10], [11], [21], [22], and recently T. Kálmán has shown that the
bound is sharp for allCadequate links[8]. All positive links and alternating links areCadequate. LetDC

p (K ) (resp.D�
p (K )) a p-twisted positive (resp. negative) double of a

knot K . (We shall give definitions in Section 3.) In this paper, we show the following.

Theorem 1.2. (1) If TB(K ) � p, then the Kauffman bound is sharp for D�p (K )
and we haveTB(DC

p (K )) D 1 and TB(D�
p (K )) D �3;

1We take min-dega F(a�1,z)(L) instead of�min-dega F(a,z)(L) because it is a question of Stoimenow
in Section 5 for which we shall a partial answer.
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Fig. 2.

(2) If K is a knot for which the Kauffman bound is sharp andTB(K ) < p, then the
Kauffman bound is sharp for D�p (K ) and we haveTB(DC

p (K )) D 1� 2pC 2 TB(K )
and TB(D�

p (K )) D �2� 2pC 2 TB(K ).

Corollary 1.3. If K is a knot for which the Kauffman bound is sharp, then the
Kauffman bound for D�p (K ) is sharp for any integer p.

REMARK . In general, the Kauffman bound is not necessarily sharp. For example,
many negative torus knots do not have the sharpness as mentioned in [11].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall introduce results of
D. Rutherford which will be used to prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 3. In Section 4,
we shall give formulas for the maximal Thurston–Bennequin numbers of positive dou-
bles of torus knots and two-bridge knots. In Section 5, we shall discuss a problem of
A. Stoimenow.

2. Existence of rulings

In this section, we recall a work of D. Rutherford [13]. Firstwe give the definition
of a ruling for a front diagram of a Legendrian link. By planarisotopy, we assume
that all singularities of a front diagramF have differentx-coordinates. Give a subset� D f�1, : : : , �ng of the set of crossings ofF , with the x-coordinate of�i denotedxi

so thatxi < xiC1, let S�(F) denote the front diagram obtained fromF by resolving all
crossings in� to parallel horizontal lines (see Fig. 2). The set� is called aruling if
(i) every componentTj of S�(F) (as a Legendrian link) consists of two horizontal
strands having one left cusp and no self-crossings. The upper is denotedU j , and the
lower L j ,
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Fig. 3. Normality condition

(ii) for each i , the strands ofS�(F) meeting where�i was in F belong to different
components. Call the upper of these strandsPi and the lowerQi ,
(iii) one of the following normality conditions (Fig. 3) holds for eachi : for some j1, j2,

(a) Pi D L j1 and Qi D U j2;
(b) Pi D U j1 and Qi D U j2, with the z-coordinate ofL j1 less than thez-coordinate
of L j2 at x D xi ;
(c) Pi D L j1 and Qi D L j2, with the z-coordinate ofU j1 less than thez-coordinate
of U j2 at x D xi .

REMARK . The set� D f�1, �2g in Fig. 2 (a) is a ruling. See Fig. 2 (b).

D. Rutherford has shown the following result. (See Lemma 2.2and Theorem 3.1
in [13].)

Theorem 2.1 (Rutherford [13]). (1) A Legendrian link L has a front diagram
with a ruling if and only if the Kauffman bound for the maximalThurston–Bennequin
number of L is sharp.
(2) If F is a front diagram with a ruling for a Legendrian link L, then tb(F) D TB(L).

REMARK . Theorem 2.1 gave an affirmative answer to a conjecture of D. Fuchs
[4]. As mentioned in [13], the existence of a ruling of a frontdiagram of a Legendrian
link is equivalent to the existence of an augmentation on theLegendrian contact DGA,
defined by Chekanov [1] and Eliashberg [2]. (See [5] and [17].) D. Fuchs studied the
existence of an augmentation of a doubled knot in [4].

3. Proof of Theorem

Take an embedding of an annulusA in R3. We denote the core curve ofA by K .
When we orient two boundary curves of the annulus so as to run around the annulus
in the same direction, we denote the linking number of the boundary curves byp.
Then add a clasp to the boundary curves as shown in Fig. 4. If weadd a clasp (a)
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Fig. 5.

(resp. (b)), then we call the resultant knot ap-twisted positive double(resp. negative)
double of K.

REMARK . For example, see [14] for the definition of ap-twisted positive dou-
ble of a knot. The 2-twisted positive double of the positive trefoil knot is described in
Fig. 5. We may define ap-twisted negative double of a knot as the mirror image of a
(�p)-twisted positive double of the mirror image of the knot. Toprove Theorem 1.2,
we consider a front diagram for a double of a Legendrian knot obtained by doubling
a front as follows. First take a front diagramF of an arbitrary Legendrian knot. Then
we take a “double” ofF as shown is Fig. 6. (Shift a copy ofF slightly down.) Next
we insert “full-twists” in a part ofF which consists of a subarc and its copy as shown
in Fig. 7. Finally we make a “clasp” at one portion of the obtained front diagram as
shown in Fig. 8. If we insert a clasp (a), (b) or (c) in Fig. 8, then the resultant front
diagram is denoted asFC

m,n, F�
m,n or F��

m,n respectively. Notice thatFC
m,n is a front dia-

gram for a Legendrian representative of a positive double ofa knot, andF�
m,n and F��

m,n

are front diagrams for Legendrian representatives of negative doubles of a knot.

Proposition 3.1. Let K be a knot inR3 and F a front diagram for a Legendrian
representative of K. Then, for any integer p with p� tb(F), FC

0,tb(F)�p (resp. F�
0,tb(F)�p)

is a front diagram with a ruling for a Legendrian representative of DC
p (K ) (resp. D�

p (K )),

tb(FC
0,tb(F)�p) D 1 and tb(F�

0,tb(F)�p) D �3.

Proof. By direct calculation, we havep D m� nC tb(F) for FC
m,n and F�

m,n as
Legendrian representatives ofDC

p (K ) and D�
p (K ), tb(FC

m,n) D 1� 2m and tb(Fm,n) D
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9.

�3� 2m. By assumption, we may assume thatmD 0. Thus we haven D tb(F) � p,
tb(FC

0,tb(F)�p) D 1 and tb(F�
0,tb(F)�p) D �3. We know thatFC

0,tb(F)�p and F�
0,tb(F)�p are

front diagrams with rulings by considering resolutions of crossings as in Fig. 9. (We
do not need to consider resolutions of crossings of clasps and of crossings near each
crossing ofF .)

Proposition 3.2. Let K be a knot inR3. If F is a front with a ruling for a
Legendrian representative of K, then, for any integer p with p> tb(F), FC

p�tb(F),0

(resp. F��
p�tb(F)�1,0) is a front diagram with a ruling for a Legendrian representative of

DC
p (K ) (resp. D�

p (K )), tb(FC
p�tb(F),0) D 1 � 2p C 2 tb(F) and tb(F��

p�tb(F),0) D �2 �
2pC 2 tb(F).

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we havep D m� nC tb(F) (resp.p D
m�nC tb(F)C1) for FC

m,n (resp.F��
m,n), andtb(FC

m,n)D 1�2m andtb(F��
m,n)D �4�2m.

By assumption, we may assume thatnD 0, and hence we have front diagramsFC
p�tb(F),0

and F��
p�tb(F)�1,0 such thattb(FC

p�tb(F),0) D 1� 2pC 2 tb(F) and tb(F��
p�tb(F),0) D �2�

2pC2tb(F). By assumption thatF has a ruling, we know thatFC
p�tb(F),0 andF��

p�tb(F)�1,0

are front diagrams with rulings by considering resolutionsof each crossing in the rulings
of F and crossings near clasps as in Fig. 10.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 2.1, Proposition 3.1
and Proposition 3.2.

4. Examples

In this section, we give formulas for positive doubles2 of torus knotsand two-
bridge knots(cf. [9].)

2We are interested in a knot with nonnegative maximal Thurston–Bennequin number since it is not
slice [15] [16].
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Proposition 4.1. Let Tm,n be the(m, n)-torus knot for positive integers m and n.
(1) If mn�m� n � p, then TB(DC

p (Tm,n)) D 1;
(2) If mn�m� n � p, then TB(DC

p (Tm,n)) D 1� 2pC 2(mn�m� n).

Proof. As we will show in Remark of Section 5, we know thatTB(T(m, n)) D
(m� 1)(n� 1)� 1. Therefore the result follows from Theorem 1.2.

A two-bridge link T(a1, a2, : : : , an) is defined by a link diagram as in Fig. 11, where
ai denotesjai j (¤ 0) crossing points with sign�i D ai =jai j D �1. For a two-bridge
knot, we have the following.
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Proposition 4.2. Let m be a positive integer. Then

TB(DC
p (T(a1, : : : , a2m)))

D
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

1, if
2mX
iD1

ai � mX
jD1

ja2 j j � 1� p,

1� 2pC 2

(
2mX
iD1

ai � mX
jD1

ja2 j j � 1

)
, if

2mX
iD1

ai � mX
jD1

ja2 j j � 1� p,

TB(DC
p (T(a1, : : : , a2mC1)))

D
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

1, if
2mC1X
iD1

ai � mX
jD1

ja2 j j � 2� p,

1� 2pC 2

(
2mC1X
iD1

ai � mX
jD1

ja2 j j � 2

)
, if

2mC1X
iD1

ai � mX
jD1

ja2 j j � 2� p.

Proof. By a result of [21],TB(T(a1, : : : , a2m)) DP2m
iD1 ai �Pm

jD1ja2 j j � 1 and

TB(T(a1, : : : , a2mC1)) DP2mC1
iD1 ai �Pm

jD1ja2 j j � 2. Thus we obtain the result by The-
orem 1.2.

5. A problem

Let K and L be a knot and a link inR3. A Seifert surfacefor L is a compact
oriented surface none of whose components are closed and whose boundary isL. We
define �(L) to be the maximal Euler characteristic of all Seifert surfaces for L. We
define u(K ) as the minimum number of crossing changes required to unknot K . The
integer u(K ) is called theunknotting numberof K . In [18], A. Stoimenow gave the
following question.

QUESTION (Stoimenow [18]). Does min-dega F(a�1,z)(L) � 1��(L) hold for any
link L? Does min-dega F(a�1,z)(K ) � 2u(K ) hold for any knotK?

We can give a partial answer to this problem by using the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. Let K be a knot for which the Kauffman bound is sharp. Then
we havemin-dega F(a�1,z)(K ) � 1� �(K ) and min-dega F(a�1,z)(K ) � 2u(K ).

Proof. By assumption, we haveTB(K ) Dmin-dega F(a�1,z)(K ) � 1. By a result of
L. Rudolph in [15] and [16], we know thatTB(K ) � 2gs(K ) � 1, wheregs(K ) is the
slice genus ofK . Thus min-dega F(a�1,z)(K ) � 2gs(K ). On the other hand, 2gs(K ) �
1� �(K ) and gs(K ) � u(K ). Therefore, we have min-dega F(a�1,z)(K ) � 1� �(K ) and
min-dega F(a�1,z)(K ) � 2u(K ).
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REMARK . Let L be a negative link that is a link which admit a diagram with all
negative crossings. Then max-dega F(a�1,z)(L�)� 1� min-dega F(a�1,z)(L�)� 1� 0 by a
result in [21] concerning a positive link that is a link whichadmit a diagram with all
positive crossings. (Here,L� is the mirror image ofL.) By a formula F(a�1,z)(L�) D
F(a,z)(L) [7] we have max-degF(a�1,z)(L�) D max-degF(a,z)(L) D �min-degF(a�1,z)(L),
we know that min-degF(a�1,z)(L) � �1. On the other hand, ifK D T(p, q), then the
inequalities of the above question are sharp. In fact, by a result in [21] and a result
of Rasmussen [12] for a positive knot, min-dega F(a�1,z)(T(p, q))� 1D TB(T(p, q)) D
s(T(p, q)) � 1 D 2u(T(p, q)) � 1 D 2(p � 1)(q � 1)� 1, wheres is the Rasmussen’s
s invariant in [12]. It is well-known that 1� �(T(p, q)) D 2(p � 1)(q � 1). Thus we
have min-dega F(a�1,z)(T(p, q)) � 1D ��(T(p, q)).
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